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Abstract. This paper presents a spatial data mining method MCAMMO and its extension L MCAMMO
designed for discovering linear and near linear features in spatial databases. L MCAMMO can be divided into
two basic steps: first, the most suitable re-segmenting scale is found by MCAMMO, which is a scale space
method with mathematical morphology operators; second, the segmented result at this scale is re-segmented
to obtain the final linear belts. These steps are essentially a multi-scale binary image segmentation process,
and can also be treated as hierarchical clustering if we view the points under each connected component as
one cluster. The final number of clusters is the one which survives (relatively, not absolutely) the longest scale
range, and the clustering which first realizes this number of clusters is the most suitable segmentation. The
advantages of MCAMMO in general and L MCAMMO in particular, are: no need to pre-specify the number
of clusters, a small number of simple inputs, capable of extracting clusters with arbitrary shapes, and robust
to noise. The effectiveness of the proposed method is substantiated by the real-life experiments in the mining
of seismic belts in China.
Keywords: Mathematical morphology, scale space theory, clustering, spatial data mining, linear belt,
seismic belt
1. Introduction
Earthquakes are caused by a variety of reasons that include tectonic activity, volcanic
eruption, and terrane collapse. Earthquakes caused by tectonic activity are the most
dangerous, and are a main topic of seismological research. An active fault is a fracture
in the continuity of a rock formation caused by a shifting or dislodging of the earth crust,
in which adjacent surfaces are differentially displaced parallel to the plane of fracture
(Song et al., 1993). In seismology, the identification of active faults is of great importance
both in the understanding of the tectonic pattern and in assessing the seismic risk of
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a specific region (Amorese et al. 1999). In areas of strong seismic activity, the major
seismic fault belts are usually tracked by the epicenters of the seismic events. Seismic
belts are geographic regions with densely and zonally distributed earthquakes which
are controlled by the tectonic belts or the geotectonic aberrance (National Department
of Earthquake, 1996). Automatic mining of the seismic belts in spatial databases thus
has great practical value. This paper aims at the discovery of seismic belts through the
clustering and extraction of straight belts from voluminous seismic data.
A linear feature is a geographic feature that can be represented by a line or a set of
lines. For example, rivers, roads within a pizza delivery area, and electric and telecom-
munication networks are all linear features (GISdevelopment.net, 2005). Seismic belts
are often linear because faults often exist as wide linear features (Amorese et al., 1999)
(a wide linear feature is a linear feature whose width cannot be represented as a single
line on the map with the current scale). Due to the complexity of spatial structures,
perfectly linear seismic belts are rare. So, methods to mine seismic belts must have the
ability to recognize features having a certain degree of deviation from perfectly linear
shape. Since seismic belts appear as non-spherical clusters, clustering algorithms are
useful methods for the extraction of linear belts.
In the past few decades, clustering has been widely used in areas such as pattern
recognition, data analysis, and image processing. In recent years, clustering has been
recognized as a primary data mining method for structure or knowledge discovery in
spatial databases (Koperski et al., 1996; Ester et al., 1998; Fasulo, 1999; Kolatch, 2001).
Since spatial data often cluster as non-spherical (ellipsoid) shapes, of which seismic
belts are typical examples, spatial clustering algorithms need to be able to identify
irregular shapes (Sander et al., 1998; Xu et al. 1999; Kolatch, 2002).
Detecting all possible digital line components contained in a given binary edge image
is one of the most fundamental problems in pattern recognition. The Hough transform
(Asano and Katoh, 1996), for example, is a classical method which basically maps each
point in the image space to a line in the parameter space, and counts the intersections to
get the parameters of the lines in the image space. The Hough transform is, however, not
suitable for detecting wide linear features such as seismic belts (Amorese et al., 1999).
Another conventional algorithm for clustering linear features is the Fuzzy C-Lines
(Bezdek, 1981). Its basic idea is similar to ISODATA (Ball and Hall, 1965), which
minimizes some objective function to achieve optimal partitioning of a data set in
terms of pre-specified clusters. The difference is that the centers of the clusters (the
core function) in Fuzzy C-Lines change from points to straight lines. Fuzzy C-Lines
calculates the distance from each point to the central line of every cluster and then
allocates the point to its nearest central line by minimizing the function J:
J =
n∑
k=1
c∑
i=1
(uik)m(Dik)2 (1)
where, uik is the membership of point k to cluster i; m is the weight, and Dik is the
distance from point k to cluster i. The central line of each cluster can be obtained with
K-L transform. Honda et al. (2002) pointed out that Fuzzy C-Lines is easily influenced by
outliers because it uses the squared distances as the criterion. They proposed a technique
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of linear fuzzy clustering based on least absolute deviations which is supposed to be
free from the influences of outliers.
Seismologists have also developed several methods to search the seismic belts. The
collapsing method (Jones and Steward, 1997), the strip method (Zhang And Lutz, 1989),
and the blade method (Amorese et al., 1999) are typical examples.
Though scale plays an important role in clustering, particularly for spatial databases,
all of the above methods have not taken scale into consideration. In a general sense,
scale refers to the spatial dimensions at which entities, patterns and processes can be
observed and characterized (Marceau, 1999). The scale problem (or the scale issue) can
be characterized in terms of two complementary and fundamental questions: 1. scale
selection: what is the appropriate spatial scale for the study of a particular geographical
phenomenon? 2. scaling: how can information be adequately transferred from one spatial
scale to another (Marceau, 1999)? Since seismic belts are a natural phenomenon which
can only be detected or observed within a certain observing scale range, methods for
the mining of such linear clusters should take scale into consideration.
In clustering, it is often difficult to have a-priori knowledge on the number of clusters,
especially when data are voluminous and contain noise, and spatial structures are com-
plex. A good clustering algorithm should need no or very little a-priori knowledge about
the number of clusters but can determine it automatically (Sander et al., 1998; Xu et al.
1999; Kolatch, 2002). In the context of scale, the number of clusters we perceive should
be relative to the scale we observe the data. At the coarsest scale (i.e., positioning very
far from the data), the whole data set will become one cluster, but at the finest scale, each
data point can be viewed as a cluster. Based on such a conception, the most ‘suitable’
number of clusters should be selected on the number which survives the longest along
the scale range, i.e., having the longest ‘lifetime’ (Leung et al., 2000).
In order to handle scale and morphological properties integratively, we propose in
this paper a mathematical morphology based scale space based clustering method,
called MCAMMO, for the mining of seismic belts in spatial databases. To cater for
the extraction of linear or semi-linear features, the algorithm is further enhanced by
some more morphological operations, and the algorithm is subsequently called Linear
L MCAMMO.
In Section 2, we give a brief survey of related works on scale space and mathematical
morphology based scale space for clustering. We then introduce some relevant morpho-
logical operators in Section 3. Sections 4, 5 and 6 describe the whole MCAMMO proce-
dure. In Sections 7 and 8 we give the specialization of MCAMMO, called L MCAMMO,
for linear belts extraction. We then conclude our paper with a summary in Section 9.
2. Related work on scale space and mathematical morphology based scale space
Scale space theory is a framework for early visual operations developed in the computer
vision community for the handling of multi-scale nature of image data (Lindeberg, 1996).
Witken (1983) proposed the use of convolution by the Gaussian kernel to construct a
scale space image:
F(x, σ ) = f (x) ∗ g(x, σ ) =
∫ +∞
−∞
f (u) 1
σ 2
√
2π
e
− (x−u)2
2σ2 du (2)
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In (2), F is the scale-space image derived from the convolution on signal f with g in terms
of scale. With the increase of σ , signal f would be smoothed accordingly. That is, it can
be treated as a stepwise filtering process from finer scales to coarser scales. Extended
on such a concept, Leung et al. (2000) designed a scale space filtering algorithm for
clustering. In their method, the most suitable number of clusters is determined by
the longest lifetime of a clustering. Other types of scale space algorithms have also
been developed (Wong, 1993), (Wong and Posner, 1993) on the basis of information
theory and statistical mechanics. In Leung’s and Wong’s methods, clusters at each scale
would merge into each other with reference to the distance to their center points. So
the clusters obtained will be limited to near ellipsoidal shape, which may not be too
desirable sometimes.
Mathematical morphology can be served as a mathematical tool to analyze the geom-
etry and structure of objects (He et al., 2001). Scale space can also be constructed with
several morphological filtering operators. Many attempts have been made to combine
mathematical morphology with the concept of scale space or clustering. Postaire et al.
(1993), for example, attempted to find the ‘core’ of clusters with the opening, closing op-
erators, and the remaining points are allocated using the nearest neighbor (NN) method.
Maragos (1989) used standard morphological opening and closing with structuring el-
ements of varying shape and size to generate a scale space for shape representation.
With increasing or decreasing scale, specific binary patterns are dilated or eroded and
subsequently used in the open or close operations. The scale parameter is governed by
the degree of dilation or erosion of a given pattern. Acton et al. (2000) explored the
application of area morphology to image classification. Their scale space is constructed
with the opening, closing operator of area morphology, and the ‘scale space vectors’ is
used to perform image classification. They claimed that their method outperforms the
traditional fixed scale clustering and the parametric Bayesian classifier for classification
tasks that depend on object scale. Park et al. (1996) also studied the property of scale
space using mathematical morphology. They pointed out that the scale-space of one
dimensional gray-scale signals based on morphological filtering satisfies causality (no
new feature points are created as scale gets larger), and with the generalized concept
of zero-crossing, opening, closing based morphological filtering will construct a scale
space satisfying causality. Di et al. (1998), on the other hand, proposed a clustering algo-
rithm using the closing operator with structuring elements increasing iteratively in size,
and used the heuristic method to find the best number of clusters. They however, did not
describe their algorithm from the viewpoint of scale space, and did not give thorough
research on how to specify the precision of the raster image and how to remove noise to
prevent it from disturbing the subsequent morphological operations.
With special reference to Di’s work but adopting the scale space point of view,
we propose in this study the multi-scale clustering method MCAMMO to mine linear
features. The idea is to use mathematical morphology to get the most suitable scale of
re-segmenting the seismic belts, and then obtain the final belts with further processing.
The procedure of MCAMMO can in brief be summarized as follows: the vector data set
is first converted into a binary image data set with a grid whose precision is specified by
the sorted k-dist graph (Ester et al., 1996). A pair of closing, opening operators is used
to remove all the noise. A scale space is then constructed by using the closing operator
with structuring elements of increasing size. Through that, the connected components
(the set of cells with neighborhood relationships) in the image will merge into each
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other gradually and become a single cluster in the end. This is essentially a binary image
segmentation process, and can also be treated as a hierarchical clustering if the points
under each connected component are viewed as one cluster.
In hierarchical clustering, a series of partitions of the data set, Pn, Pn−1, . . .. . ., P1, is
produced. The first partition Pn, consists of all data points (each is treated as a cluster).
The last partition P1, consists of one single cluster containing all data points. At each
particular stage, the method joins together clusters which are closest (most similar) and
forms a partition. MCAMMO also provides a multi-scale observation of such grouping
of spatial data. Furthermore, it gives automatically the number of natural clusters in a
data set by the notion of lifetime and unravels non-spherical clusters.
The main enhancement of MCAMMO to Di’s work is that we present an effective
and easy to follow means to specify the precision of the raster data set. Based on that,
noise-removal becomes relatively easier and making MCAMMO robust to noise.
To make it more effective in the mining of linear features such as the seismic belts,
we perform further segmentation on the data. In brief, we obtain the skeletons of the
segmented image at the most suitable scale with the thinning operator, obtain the nodes,
extract and classify the linear (or near linear) axes, and use such information to re-
segment the image in order to obtain the final linear belts. We call this specialized
MCAMMO the Linear MCAMMO (L MCAMMO). Though our study is to mine linear
or near linear seismic belts, the proposed method is also suitable for the mining of other
linear of semi-linear features such as roads in a remote sensed image contaminated by
noise.
Without confusion, we will use in the discussion to follow ‘connected component’
and ‘cluster’, as well as ‘segmentation’ and ‘clustering’ indiscriminatingly. The final
number of clusters is chosen to be the one which survives relatively (not absolutely)
the longest scale range, i.e., having the longest lifetime. The clustering at which this
number of clusters first appears is considered to be the most suitable segmentation.
The advantages of MCAMMO are that: (1) the number of clusters does not need to
be specified a priori; (2) only a few number of simple inputs are required; (3) the ability
to extract clusters with arbitrary shape and (4) robust to noise.
3. Brief notions of some relevant morphological operators
Mathematical morphology is a method for extracting image components that are useful
for representation and description (Serra, 1982). It is a set-theoretic method of image
analysis providing a quantitative description of geometrical structures. Morphology can
provide boundaries of objects, their skeletons, and their convex hulls. It is also useful
for many pre- and post-processing techniques, especially in edge thinning and pruning.
Most morphological operations are generally based on simple expanding and shrink-
ing operations. The primary application of morphology is in binary images (binary
morphology), albeit it is also applied to the analysis of grey level images (gray-level
morphology). The present study focuses on binary morphology and its operators.
Let image S and structuring element B be sets in the two-dimensional Euclidean
space. Then the translation of B by distance x is defined as:
B + x = {b + x |b ∈ B} , (3)
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Figure 1. Effects of the morphological operators: (a) image S; (b) structuring element B; (c) from erosion;
(d) from dilation; (e) from opening; (f) from closing.
Some of other operators that we employ in our study are (Serra, 1982): the erosion of S
by B:
S  B = {x |B + x ⊂ S} , (4)
the dilation of S by B:
S ⊕ B = {x |(−B + x) ∩ S 	= φ} , (5)
the opening of S by B:
S ◦ B = (S  B) ⊕ B, (6)
and the closing of S by B:
S • B = [S ⊕ (−B)](−B). (7)
Opening (and by duality, closing) has the properties of translation invariance, increas-
ing monotonicity, antiextensivity and idempotence. Opening and closing can remove the
details and maintain the whole shape of an image simultaneously. For these advantages,
they are widely used in removing the pepper and trachoma noise in image processing
(Cui, 2000).
To facilitate our discussion, we give some simple illustrations of these operators
here. Figure 1(a) is the input image S, and Figure 1(b) is the structuring element B,
and the original points in both images are the lower-left-hand corner cells. The erosion
operator will shrink the input image (Figure 1(c)) and the dilation operator will dilate
it (Figure 1(d)). From applying the opening operator, the burrs of the image will be
burnished (Figure 1(e)), and they will be filled by the closing operator (Figure 1(f)).
Hit-or-Miss Transform (HMT)
It is also called Serra Transform (Serra, 1982). It needs a couple of structuring elements:
B = (E, F) in which E and F detect the inside and outside of image S respectively:
S ∗ B = (SE) ∩ (SCF). (8)
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Figure 2. HMT: (a) hit element; (b) missed element; (c) input image; (d) output of HMT.
Figure 3. Skeleton extracted from image S with structuring element B in Figure 1.
Formula (8) means, iff an input can be translated into some point that E can be filled
into the inside of S and F can be filled into the outside, that point could be in the outputs
of HMT. It is obvious that E ∩ F =  is necessary, otherwise the two structuring
elements can not be filled simultaneously.
HMT is often used in object recognition. The transform can be depicted in Figure 2
where the original points are the center cells. Structuring element (a) is the hit element
which detects the inside of the input image (c). The missed element (b) detects the
outside. Since they give the same outputs, the intersection of the outputs becomes the
center point of the input rectangle.
Skeleton extraction
A skeleton, an important topological description of objects, is a kind of thinned axis
structure of an image. Our skeleton extraction method is formulated on the basis of the
thinning operator which is based on HMT.
Given a couple of structuring elements B = (E, F), the thinning of S by B:
S ⊗ B = S\(S ∗ B) (9)
indicates that the result of thinning is the difference between S ∗ B and S. In a more
general form, we can use a series of B1, B2,. . ., Bk to iteratively create an output series:
S1 = S ⊗ B1, . . . , SK = SK−1 ⊗ BK (10)
With this iteration, S will be thinned continuously until no more changes are taking
place. A skeleton extracted with thinning will keep the topological neighborhood rela-
tionship of connected components and will keep itself continuous and of single- pixel
wide.
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4. Rasterizing and noise removing
In order to apply the morphological operators to spatial clustering, the vector data set
should first be rasterized. Thereafter, a grid covering the whole experimental area with
specified precision should be created, and the cells which contain data points should
be marked with the value ‘1’, and marked with the value ‘0’ otherwise. The binary
morphological operators take effects only after these operations have been performed.
In clustering, we often regard those isolated patterns away from the clusters as noise.
Through experiments, we find that if noise exists, the subsequent creation of scale space
will then be disturbed seriously. Since the distance between noise points is relatively
longer than that between clusters, we can often remove most noise by thresholding
distances.
Thus, it is advantageous to perform two operations in sequence: closing then opening
with the same 3 × 3 round structuring element (the smallest template with the property of
rotation invariance) to remove all the noise from subsequent morphological operations,
but they can be reallocated to some clusters in the end. The reason why we use closing
before opening is because opening will first erode then dilate an image (see Formula 5),
but after converting it is difficult to avoid sparse areas between connected components
within the same clusters, and using opening only may lose some valuable data. Using
closing on the other hand will fill the small intervals between the connected components
and can then avoid the above problem.
For that, the key on the selection of precision is to separate the cells containing noise
for more than one cell wide. If two cells containing noise are only of (or within) one
cell in distance, then they will conglutinate with each other in the operation of closing
because of its dilating part, and subsequently cannot be deleted in the operation of
opening. This can cause them to survive in the noise removal process.
Through experiments, precision can be specified via the following strategy:
Take samples in the areas where the clusters and noise locate. Calculate the distance
from each sample point to its k-th nearest neighbor (the distance is called the k-dist value
of that point). Sort the points of their k-dist values in descending order and draw a graph
called the sorted k-dist graph. It is obvious that the non-noise points (sample points
which are not noise) will have relatively smaller k-dist values, and what we want to do
is to find the threshold of the 1-dist separating the non-noise and the noise points in the
sorted 1-dist graph. As depicted in Figure 4, the 1-dist values drop rapidly to the left of
the crossing point of the reticle, but the drop to the right becomes much smoother. Such
a 1-dist value becomes an appropriate threshold for separating the non-noise from the
noise. We can set the grid size to less than half of this 1-dist value, which will basically
satisfy the need of noise removal.
As mentioned above, the connected components can be regarded as clusters if we
view data points under a set of connected components as a cluster. There are many
algorithms which can search for the connected components of an image, e.g., the seed
filling algorithm and the scanning line filling algorithm (Sun and Yang, 1995).
5. Construction of scale space and MCAMMO algorithm
It is well known that closing is to first dilate then erode an image with the same
structuring element (see Equation 7). Processing an image with closing can connect
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Figure 4. A sorted 1-dist graph.
space between connected components and better keep their basic shapes than dilation.
For the idempotence of closing, when we process an image with the same structuring
element again, no new changes will take place. This differs from the classical methods
such as median filtering and linear convolution (He et al. 2001). Nevertheless, with the
increase in size of the structuring elements, those connected components with relatively
large interspaces which cannot be connected previously may dissolve into each other
through the dilating part of closing. This suggests that we can create a scale space with
closing, in which the increase in size of the structuring elements is equivalent to a climb
up the scales. The connected components in the image will dissolve into each other
through this climb of scale, and eventually become one single object. The construction
of such a scale space can be formalized as follows:
Let {I} be the image scale space, Is be the image at scale s, then {I} is also a set of
such scaled representations Is on the image position domain  and scale domain s.
The scales s(t) in the scale domain can be parameterized by t, such that s(1) is the finest
scale and s(|s|) is the coarsest scale in the scale space. The scale space created by
closing is given by:
Is(t+1) = I s(t) • s(t + 1) (11)
In (11), s(1) is the first scale with all noise removed, and s(|s|) is defined as the
first scale when all the connected components are dissolved into one. The creation of
{I} can also be reckoned as hierarchical clustering if we view the points under each set
of connected components as one cluster. For the morphological properties of closing,
the clusters extracted can be of arbitrary shape, which is an important advantage of
MCAMMO.
The algorithm:
Input: data set, the precision of grid to be constructed, the structuring element B1 to
remove the noise (a 3 × 3 round structuring element by default)
Output: the clusters
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Figure 5. Dilation with different structure elements: (a) the original box; (b) with rectangle element; (c)
with round element.
1. Construct a grid covering the whole testing area by the specified precision, then
convert the vector data space into raster and create the binary image S;
2. S = S • B1 ◦ B1, remove all the noise;
3. Set current scale c = 2, with corresponding structuring element Bc;
4. Count the number of clusters via COUNT, loop when COUNT>1{
S = S • Bc
c = c + 1
};
5. Select the number of clusters which has the longest lifetime as the final clustering,
and select the image which first realizes this number as the final segmentation
(clustering) result;
6. Output the clusters.
It should be emphasized that different results might be obtained by the same mor-
phological operation with structuring elements of the same size but different shapes.
Figure 5 illustrates the results by dilating the original rectangle three times with a 3 ×
3 rectangle, and round structuring elements. It can be observed that small differences
exist at the brims. For the property of rotation invariance, round structuring elements are
most wildly used. We can see that 3 × 3 should be one suitable choice for the smallest
scale of structuring elements while 1×1 will have no effects. For some special applica-
tions, however, better effects may be obtained with other shapes. Through comparative
experiments, round structuring elements are used in the present study.
As a hierarchical clustering method, MCAMMO can provide several reasonable
clustering results with different number of clusters. The most suitable number of clusters
is the one that has the longest lifetime, and the image thus obtained becomes the final
segmentation (clustering) result.
The efficiency of the algorithm can be approximately analyzed as follows: MCAMMO
can be divided into two main parts: (a) the vector to raster conversion of the data set;
and (b) the construction of the scale space. In (a), only one scan of the whole data set
is needed, and the complexity is linear to the number of data points. In (b), it is very
difficult to get a bound on the complexity which is influenced by the precision of the
grid, the number and shape of the connected components and the selection of structuring
elements.
Here we give a relatively brief analysis of step 2. Let m as the number of grid cells, and
n be the width of the symmetric structuring element at one scale. It is obvious that the
complexity of this step in the construction of the scale space will be O(m∗n2), without
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Figure 6. Comparison between MCAMMO and other algorithms. (a) original data set; (b) ISODATA; (c)
Gaussian scale space filtering; (d) DBSCAN; (e) MCAMMO.
any optimization. At relatively low scale while n is rather small, MCAMMO has fast
computation time, because it only needs one scan of the whole grid. With the increase
in scale, n2 will increase remarkably, and the computation time of MCAMMO becomes
much longer (see an illustration of the efficiency analysis in Section 8). In sum, since
the construction of scale space is an iterative process, serial algorithms would take a
relatively long time to run. Thus, parallel or quick serial algorithms with smaller number
of iterations should be developed to make MCAMMO more practical for spatial data
mining with voluminous data.
6. Experimental analysis
6.1. Experiment 1
To substantiate the conceptual framework discussed above, two experiments are carried
out in the present study. A data set containing 939 points (see Figure 6) is constructed
in this experiment. The inputs are: grid cells: 100 × 100 (Specified by the strategy
discussed in Section 3), 3 × 3 round structuring element corresponding to the first scale
(5 × 5 corresponding to the second, and etc.) to remove the noise.
The first question we will ask is ‘how many clusters are there?’. It seems that 3 or
5 can be a reasonable number of clusters for this data set. Most people would be more
inclined to conglomerate the three sub-clusters in the upper-right corner into one cluster
because its ‘scale’ will be closer to the other two clusters. We compare the clustering
results obtained by ISODATA, Gaussian scale space filtering and DBSCAN (Ester et
al., 1996) on this data set. It can be observed that ISODATA (3 clusters in 100 iterations)
is affected seriously by the noise, and the shapes of the clusters tend to be spherical.
Clustering by Gaussian scale space filtering (without inputs) appears to have the same
shortcomings as ISODATA. It even gives 4 as the most suitable number of clusters for
its longest lifetime, which seems to be less acceptable. DBSCAN (which is based on
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Figure 7. Lifetime of the number of clusters in Figure 6.
the concept of density and needs two inputs: Eps, the searching radius, and MinPts,
the minimum number of neighborhood points that must be contained in Eps) appears
to be robust to noise and can cluster arbitrary shapes. By adjusting the two inputs, it
manages to allocate the three sub-clusters into one cluster but causes the ‘box’ cluster
in the bottom to contain noise. If noise is removed from the ‘box’ cluster, the three
sub-clusters can be isolated. The results indicate that DBSCAN, which works at single
scale only, is not very suitable for the mining of clusters in the experimental data set.
MCAMMO, on the other hand, has the best delivery in this experiment. From Figure 7
we can observe that the lifetime of 5 clusters traverses 3 scales, but the lifetime of 3
clusters traverses 15 scales, which is much longer than that of the others. So three
clusters is the most suitable number of clusters which coincides with the number of
clusters which survives the longest time when the data set is viewed from the finest to
coarsest along the continuous scale. Graph (e) in Figure 6 depicts the clustering result
of MCAMMO which evidently offers the best solution to our problem.
In this experiment, we obtain a reasonably good result by setting the most suitable
number of clusters to be the number which has the longest lifetime. For more practical
problems, however, this kind of standard is sometimes not very ideal and needs to be
fine tuned or revised. We illustrate such a situation in the next experiment.
6.2. Experiment 2
The experimental data are extracted from the database of ‘integrating seismic catalog
in China and neighbor countries’ compiled by the China’s State Key Laboratory of
Resources and Environmental Systems from mainly various seismic catalogs published
by the Chinese national seismic bureau (The seismic analysis and forecasting center,
1980; 1989). This database stores 620,000 seismic entries. The spatial coverage includes
mainland China, the Japan channel, Korea, Southeast Asia, India and its neighborhood,
west of Asia, and etc. The temporal dimension ranges from 2300 B.C. to 2000 A.D. It
thus constitutes an excellent database for our mining of seismic belts and the validation
of our results with that of the seismic specialists.
We extract 3201 seismic events with magnitude ≥2.2 in the area of [34◦–42◦N,106◦–
115◦E]. We could easily visualize in Figure 8(a) two nearly parallel seismic belts (in
broken lines), which correspond to the north segment of the North-South seismic belt
(on the left) and the Shanxi seismic belt (on the right) (Fu, 1997). The difficulty in
mining the belts lies on the discontinuity of the dense areas in one single belt, which is
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Figure 8. Mining of seismic belts with MCAMMO: (a) original vector-based data set; (b) rasterized image;
(c) first scale removed the noise; (d) scale 5; (e) scale 10; (f) scale 13; (g) scale 14; (h) scale 18; (i) scale 25.
hard to pick up by the single-scale clustering algorithms such as DBSCAN. The task
can, however, be accomplished by MCAMMO with relative ease.
The inputs of the experiment are: the grid cells: 150 × 150; the other inputs are
same as that of Experiment 1. The lifetime of the number of clusters along the scale
is depicted in Figure 8, and the connected components at selected scales are shown in
Figure 9. From Figures 8 and 9, we can observe that the lifetime of 2 clusters is the
longest, while that of 3 clusters is the second longest. By comparing the images at scale
18 which starts the 2 clusters) and the scale 14 which starts the 3 clusters, we could find
that the connected components in the latter image are actually closer to the true seismic
belts. It indicates that 3 is the most suitable number of clusters.
Experiment 2 implies that the clustering of the longest lifetime is not always the
best resolution to every problem, and we should also pay attention to those numbers of
clusters which have relatively longer, but not the longest lifetimes.
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Figure 9. Lifetime of the number of clusters in Figure 8.
In Experiment 2, although the seismic belts can be extracted, their shapes are not
very close to the ideal ‘near linear’ shape of the real seismic belts. In more complex
situations (see Experiment 4 below), the differences would even be greater. To have
better performance, some specializations on MCAMMO need to be made. We give a
more thorough discussion in the next section.
7. L MCAMMO: the specialization of MCAMMO in linear belts extraction
We first outline the basic steps of the specialization as follows: extract the skeletons of
the segmented image at the most suitable scale, obtain the nodes of the skeletons with
hit-or-miss transform and ‘smash’ them to split the skeletons into the arcs, recombine
these arcs into several groups of ‘the longer the better’ and ‘the straighter the better’
linear (or near linear) axes (we will call them the ‘two better’ axes below), re-segment
the image using the information of nodes, skeletons and axes into several linear (or near
linear) belts. The belts such obtained will be very close to the true seismic belts.
7.1. Extracting Skeletons of an image
The eight couples of structuring elements we use to extract the skeletons of an image
with thinning are:


0 0 0
∗ 1 ∗
1 1 1

 ,


∗ 0 0
1 1 0
1 1 ∗

 ,


1 ∗ 0
1 1 0
1 ∗ 0

 ,


1 1 ∗
1 1 0
∗ 0 0

 ,


1 1 1
∗ 1 ∗
0 0 0

 ,


∗ 1 1
0 1 1
0 0 ∗

 ,


0 0 1
0 1 1
∗ ∗ 1

 ,


0 0 ∗
0 1 1
∗ 1 1

 ,
where ‘0’ means the missed elements, ‘1’ means the hit elements, and ‘∗’ means the
positions requiring no action.
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7.2. Search of nodes
The nodes can be detected with HMT which needs 16 couples of structuring elements:


∗ 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 1

 ,


1 0 1
0 1 0
∗ 1 ∗

 ,


1 0 ∗
0 1 1
∗ 1 ∗

 ,


0 1 0
1 1 1
∗ ∗ ∗

 ,
and the forms of rotating them by 90,180 and 270 degree. All of the nodes can be
obtained by:
Nodes =
16⋃
i=1
(S ∗ Bi ) (12)
The skeletons can then be split into arcs by smashing the nodes.
7.3. Registering arcs with nodes
An unique ID (ID > 0, but to those ‘treetop’ nodes, ID < 0) is allocated to each node.
Every arc is defined by the following structure (described in C++ language):
typedef struct {
int ID; //the unique ID of the arc
int endID; //the unique ID of the seismic belt to which the arc belongs
int length; //the length of the arc
int endLength; //the length of the seismic belt to which the arc belongs
double angle; //the angle of the main direction of the arc
double endAngle; // the angle of the main direction of the seismic belt to which the arc
belongs
int node[2]; //the two nodes of the arc
CPtrList∗ pPoints; //the pointer to the grid cells which compose the arc
}Arc
The angle of every arc can be calculated through the K-L transform (Peng, 1991):
1. Calculate the mean vector and covariance matrix of the points composing the arc.
2. Calculate the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors of the obtained covari-
ance matrix. The eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalue will point to
the main direction of the arc.
7.4. Trimming the skeletons
It should be noted that our aim is to search and then extract the ‘two better’ axes. Since
the search relies heavily on the information of the corner between two neighbor arcs, we
should trim the skeletons to avoid the relatively short branches that disturb the search.
We can use the trim operator to trim the skeleton. The main disadvantage, however,
is that it will forfeit the valuable parts of the skeletons. To avoid removing the whole
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Figure 10. Search strategy.
image, we need to put a limit on the trimming time. We propose here a very simple
but effective trimming method which does not have the above shortcoming. Since we
have obtained all the nodes and registered every arc with HMT, and one of the IDs of
an arc less than zero should be a ‘branch’ (both IDs less than zero should be called the
‘isolated trunk’ which can also be trimmed), we can trim the branches if their lengths
are less than some specified threshold. This threshold should be given by the user who
may interactively detect a good value under the guidance of some domain knowledge.
7.5. Searching the axis of each seismic belt
The basic idea of this step (see Figure 10) is to extract the longest arc (A) among the
arcs, and start from a node of A, to get the arc (B) which has the smallest corner with A
in the neighborhood (the corner  needs to be smaller than some specified threshold t,
which like the trimming threshold, should be specified by the user). Then, we recalculate
the angle combining A and B, and start with the other node of B. The above operation
is repeated until it meets the end. We then start from the other node of A, and repeat
the operation till it meets the other end. The above operation will obtain the axis of one
seismic belt, and all the arcs searched would be exempted from the subsequent search.
The other axes will similarly be extracted by the above procedure by starting with the
longest arc which has not been searched. The whole process is to be repeated until no
more axes can be extracted.
The algorithm:
Input: {Arc},t
Output: the axes of the seismic belts
1. Set the ID of the current seismic belt to zero;
2. Loop when there exist arcs which have not been visited{
Get the longest arc (Max, with the nodes n1,n2);
If n1>0, SearchNeighbor(Max, n1,ID);
If n2>0, SearchNeighbor(Max,n2,ID);
ID = ID+1;
}
3. Output the axes.
Function SearchNeighbor(Arc, n, ID)
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Input: Arc (the arc currently being visited); n (the node currently being visited); ID (the
identification number of the current seismic belt being searched)
Output: NULL
1. Search an arc (Next) having a node equals to n and the smallest corner , with nodes
n, n3;
2. If Next exists {
If >t, return;
Combine Arc, Next, update the information stored in Arc and Next:
{
Arc.endID = Next.endID = ID;
Arc.endLength = Next.endLength = the recalculated total length of the arcs whose
endID = ID;
Arc.endAngle = Next.endAngle = the recalculated angle of the main direction of the
arcs whose endID = ID;
}
SearchNeighbor(Next,n3,ID);
}
3. Return.
7.6. Re-segmenting the image to get the seismic belts
After all the axes have been obtained, we use the information about the nodes, skeletons
and axes to re-segment the image at the most suitable scale to get the seismic belts.
In Figure 11(a), the skeleton is split into four arcs at the node ‘∗’. After searching,
we can get three axes (Axis 1, Axis 2, and Axis 3). The four arcs segment the single
connected component into four sub-connected areas (a, b, c, d). For those sub areas
which are closed by the boundary and the arcs with different endID, for example, b, c,
d, the segmenting points can be obtained by calculating the nearest location of point ‘∗’
to the boundary (in Figure 11(a), they are locations 1,2,3), and the area closed by the
arcs with the same endID need not be calculated. The connected components can be
re-segmented into suitable linear belts with the segmenting line which are connected by
each pair of the neighboring segmenting points separated by some axis.
It should be noted that if the segmenting lines wind up into a polygon, then the area
covered by this polygon will be a ‘shared area’ shared by the belts (see (c)).
8. Experimental results of L MCAMMO
8.1. Experiment 3
The image of scale 14 in Experiment 2 is re-processed with the strategy discussed in
Section 7. The inputs are: corner threshold t = 60◦, and trimming threshold = 6 cells
in length. Two linear belts are obtained which are very close to the actual seismic belts
(see Figure 12).
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Figure 11. Segment seismic belts.
Figure 12. Segmentation after specializtion: (a) image of scale 14; (b) skeletons; (c) axes of the two longest
linear belts; (d) two belts extracted.
8.2. Experiment 4
In this experiment, we move the testing area to [32◦–42◦N,109◦–122◦E] to validate our
method again. We extract 5294 seismic events with magnitude≥3.0. There are three
main seismic belts which are conglutinant with each other and in which the upper one is
in near arch shape. The inputs are: grid cells: 150 × 150, noise removed with 3 × 3 round
structuring element, corner threshold t = 60◦, and trimming threshold = 6 cells in
length.
First, MCAMMO is used to extract the most suitable image (see Figure 13). It
can be observed that the clustering stabilizes at scale 9 with two clusters (we could
find in Figure 13 that the segmented image is very different from the actual seismic
belts, which must be reprocessed). The image at scale 9 is then used to extract the
skeletons, obtain the axes and then extract the linear belts. The three longest linear belts
obtained are very close to the actual seismic belts, which indicates the practicality of
L MCAMMO.
As a comparison, we use Fuzzy C-Lines to extract the belts with the same data set.
We find that Fuzzy C-Lines is very sensitive to noise. So we need to remove all the
noise. The inputs of Fuzzy C-Lines are: m = 2, the number of clusters = 4 (considering
to the short linear belts in the center of the image), and 100 iterations. The image in
the bottom-right corner of Figure 13 presents the central lines of the final clusters, and
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Figure 13. Another testing area: (a) original data set; (b) image at the most suitable scale; (c) skeletons;
(d) axes; (e) linear belts; (f) clustering result of Fuzzy C-Lines.
Figure 14. Lifetime of the number of clusters in Figure 13.
Figure 15. Efficiency analysis of MCAMMO.
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the points distributed around a central line will belong to it. From this image, we find
that the upper seismic belt is split apart which indicates in contrast the advantage of
L MCAMMO: i.e., robust to the ‘not very linear’ clusters. Besides, a cluster composed
by the points with very large interspaces is obtained by Fuzzy C-Lines (see the bottom-
right in Figure 13(f)), which is not very reasonable. This shows that L MCAMMO does
a better job on this data set.
To recapitulate, MCAMMO, with the L MCAMMO enhancement, can obtain the
most suitable scale to re-segment an image, and the mining of the linear belts is completed
by the re-segmentation. Our strategy has been validated through the above experiments.
This experimental analysis is done on a computer with windows XP, Intel Pentium
4 CPU, 2.00 GHz, 512 MB memory. The computation time of each scale step of
MCAMMO is given in Figure 15, which validates our complexity analysis.
9. Conclusion
In this paper, a multi-scale mining method, called L MCAMMO, for linear features
has been proposed and validated by experiments. The core of the L MCAMMO is the
clustering algorithm MCAMMO which is a mathematical morphology based scale space
method. The final linear belts are obtained by the re-segmentation of an image at the
most suitable scale obtained by MCAMMO. MCAMMO is a binary image segmenting
method by nature. Through our vector to raster converting method however, it can be
used in clustering vector data. It should be noted that our testing data set contains only
discrete points. Nevertheless, with appropriate improvement, MCAMMO may be used
to cluster data types such as line, polygon in a multi-scale manner. To mine roads in
noise contaminated images by clustering, and to perform morphological analysis of the
urban or rural settlements are typical examples. After being enhanced to L MCAMMO,
MCAMMO becomes a good mining method robust to the existence of ‘not very linear’
features.
For further studies, we can investigate the amalgamation of MCAMMO with super-
vising spatial knowledge to create appropriate scale space for domain specific problems.
Moreover, we can extend and improve the proposed algorithm to spatial features with
other spatial data types. To enhance efficiency, more powerful algorithms should also
be developed.
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